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z ~64 million km of road 
(paved and upaved) 
worldwide

z = 83 return trips to the 
moon!



*OREDOO\�E\�����«�

z Additional 25 million lane-km of roads
z 90 % in non-OECD countries
z 1.7 to 2.8 billion vehicles (0.9b in 2009)
z 5-fold increase in vehicles in non-OECD 
z Individual travel to treble to 100 trillion 

passenger km annually
z &KLQD¶V�%HOW�DQG�5RDG�LQLWLDWLYH�± with $1 

trillion(?) to be spent on infrastructure globally 



z G20 mandate to grow the global pipeline of 
quality, bankable infrastructure projects.

z 20 largest economies pledged $60 - $70 trillion 
dollars into infrastructure over next 15 years



People’s Republic of China’s 
One Belt One Road



53,000 km 
of 

developm
ent 

corridors 
in Sub-

Saharan 
Africa

(Laurance et al 2015) 
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Source: Jaeger et al
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Construction footprints too large!



Wildlife-vehicle 
collisions

z ~ 2 million WVC in USA annually, 
29,000 people injured, 200 killed

z 30,034 frogs over 4 yrs, along 
3.6 km road, Canada

z 70% decline in Alaska Moose 
SRS¶Q due to train collisions

z 80 mill birds killed annually, USA
z 100 ± 3000 insects killed per car, 

per km = trillions annually 
z Road mortality can be the single 

largest cause of anthropogenic 
wildlife mortality

z Problem for rare/endangered spp





Traffic to religious festivals, India



Why are barriers a problem?
z Single species distributed in 

multiple habitat patches
z Metapopulation persistence a 

function of
z number of patches
z size of patches
z within patch dynamics
z inter patch movements

z Daily movements, seasonal 
migration, dispersal 







Road-effect zone

µ$UHD�LQ�ZKLFK�HIIHFWV�
RI�URDG���WUDIILF�RFFXU¶

&DQ�H[WHQG�����¶V�P
Depends on:

species
traffic volume
topography, etc

1% of USA roaded, but  
20% of land affected
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Source: Handbook of Road Ecology, 2015



Light pollution - Dubai by night

(Source: NASA)



Artificial lighting & photoperiod

z Natural stimulus ± affects animal behaviour, 
breeding, mate choice, physiology, movement

z µ7UDSSHG�E\�WKH�EHDP¶�± lighting on oil rigs & 
towers ± birds die from collision or energy 
depletion

z Turtle hatchlings attracted to streetlights rather 
than the moon over the ocean

z Light >500nm can affect magnetic compass in 
migrating birds 



Noise

z Construction noise ± high intensity, short 
duration
z Construction noise can injure ± especially fish 

zBarotrauma ± sound waves cause gases in fish to 
expand, causing injury or death

z Traffic noise ± peaks & toughs, but 365 days/yr
z Stressful
z Affect ability to hear each other, prey and predators
z Temporary or permanent hearing loss



Roads lead to further land-clearing

z Road avoidance / road effect zone ± perhaps 
flash to road effect zone image and back to this 
slide?

z Poaching, hunting, extra land claering

� Problem in wilderness / frontiers 
of Africa, Asia, S. America
� Control over illegal 
developments & migration poor
� While new projects claim to 
implement controls, governance 
is lacking
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Increased access by people

z Increased rates of hunting     
(Bushmeat & trophy) during
and after construction

z Increased access by tourists
z Development follows road   

construction
z Loss of indigenous cultures



Impact of roads on native 
grasslands

(Nick Williams 
2006)





Effect of distance to major road

Destroyed





Source: Jaeger et al
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Disclaimer: The views expressed on this document are those of the author/s and do not necessarily reflect the views and policies of the
Asian Development Bank (ADB) or its Board of Governors or the governments they represent. ADB does not guarantee the accuracy of the
data included in this document and accepts no responsibility for any consequence of their use. By making any designation of or reference
to a particular territory or geographic area, or by using the term “country” in this document, ADB does not intend to make any judgments
as to the legal or other status of any territory or area.


